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T & P Office/Notice/A24/120                                Date: 29.12.2023 

 

Job Announcement of Adyatan Tech. 

 

The T&P Team wishes to inform about a career opportunity at Adyatan Tech. Adyatan Tech would like to hire 

graduates of 2024 for Associate Consultant for Full Time or Internship Employment, with following eligibility 
criteria. 

The role would be that of Associate Consultant for Full Time or Internship Employment. The location would 
be Financial District, Gachibowli, Hyderabad. Currently, we have overall multiple openings for these roles. 
But in case we find exceptional talent and participation, we could hire more!  

A brief about AdyatanTech:   

Adyatantech is a fast-growing Microsoft Partner focused on Dynamics 365 solutions, implementations, and 
services with offices in the US, UK, and India. The team comprises of seasoned professionals with exposure 
to multiple CRM products and solution experience on industry verticals such as Banking, Insurance, 
Healthcare, Retail, Realty, and Manufacturing. During their association with the product, the team has had 
exposure in functional areas such as sales, pre-sales, solution design & architecture and delivery from services 
as well as licensing perspective while delivering projects accounts.  

 Key Benefits of Joining AdyatanTech: 

 Learning and Development Opportunities: Continuous learning is at the core of our culture. You'll 
have access to training programs, workshops, and mentorship to enhance your skills and stay ahead 
in the ever-evolving tech landscape. 

 Innovative Projects: Work on projects that challenge you and contribute to groundbreaking solutions. 
Our commitment to innovation ensures that you will be at the forefront of technological advancements. 

 Collaborative Environment: Join a collaborative and inclusive work environment where your ideas are 
valued, and teamwork is celebrated. At AdyatanTech we believe in fostering a culture of collaboration 
and mutual growth. 

 Career Growth: As a member of our team, you will have many opportunities for career advancement. 
We invest in our employees and provide a clear path for professional growth. 

 Requirements for Full Time Employment: 

1. Our minimum CGPA requirement is 7.5 and above. 
2. The Compensation Package (CTC) is structured within the starting range of 3.3 LPA and is subject to 

variation based on the candidate's demonstrated competency. 
3. Moreover, a performance bonus will be awarded upon the successful completion of assigned projects. 
4. Full-Time Employment (FTE) eligibility is contingent upon sustained excellence throughout the 3-

month probation/ internship period. 
5. Following this period, a comprehensive evaluation will be conducted, incorporating the development 

of real-life scenarios. 

 Regarding the Internship: 

1. We will provide 3 months Internship on Power Platform and Microsoft Dynamic CRM with Real-Time 
team support.   

2. We will reimburse travel expenses incurred during the internship. Upon the successful completion of 
the internship evaluation, a joining bonus equivalent to one month's salary will be awarded upon the 
candidate's transition to a Full-Time Employee (FTE) position with AdyatanTech. 
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Interview Process @ AdyatanTech: 

1. Initial screening interview via Phone on Academic, Communication Skills and Technology Knowledge 
areas. 

2. Technical assessment or coding challenge. 
3. On-site or virtual interview with the development team. 
4. Final discussion with Founder. 

How to Apply: If meet the eligibility criteria and interested about this opportunity, please apply through the given G-

Form link: https://forms.gle/bBYWQQ2msg2pCq7u7 by December 30, 2023, 2:00PM 

 

 

Sd/- 

T & P Office 
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